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Zebrin-Immunopositive and -Immunonegative Stripe Pairs
Represent Functional Units in the Pigeon
Vestibulocerebellum
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The cerebellum is a site of complex sensorimotor integration and contains up to 80% of the neurons in the brain, yet comparatively little
is known about the organization of sensorimotor systems within the cerebellum. It is known that afferent projections and Purkinje cell
(PC) response properties are organized into sagittal “zones” in the cerebellum. Moreover, the isoenzyme aldolase C [also known as zebrin
II (ZII)] is heterogeneously expressed in cerebellar PCs such that there are sagittal stripes of PCs with high expression (ZII�) interdigi-
tated with stripes of little or no expression (ZII�). In the present study, we show how the ZII stripes in folium IXcd of the vestibulocer-
ebellum in pigeons are related to response properties of PCs. IXcd consists of seven pairs of ZII�/� stripes denoted P1�/� (medial) to
P7�/� (lateral). Electrophysiological studies have shown that vestibulocerebellar PCs respond to particular patterns of optic flow
resulting from self-motion in three-dimensional space. In our study, we recorded optic flow preferences from PCs in IXcd, marked
recording locations with injections of fluorescent tracer, and subsequently immunoreacted coronal sections for ZII. We found that the
PCs within a ZII�/� stripe pair all responded best to the same pattern of optic flow. That is, a ZII�/� stripe pair forms a functional unit
in the cerebellum. This is the first demonstration that the function of PCs is associated with ZII stripes across the mediolateral extent of
an entire folium.

Introduction
One of the fundamental questions in neuroscience considers how
sensorimotor information is organized in the brain. In the cere-
bral cortex, the general principles are well established: columnar
organization (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Mountcastle, 1997), mod-
ules (Goldman-Rakic, 1984; Blasdel and Salama, 1986), hierar-
chical organization (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991), and streams
(Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982; Goodale and Milner, 1992). The
cerebellum is a site of extensive sensorimotor organization, and
although the cerebellum contains up to 80% of the neurons in the
brain (Herculano-Houzel, 2010), comparatively less is known
about its organization of sensorimotor systems.

It is established that the cerebellum consists of sagittal “zones”
(Voogd and Bigare, 1980). This is apparent in the pattern of
afferent inputs, projection patterns of Purkinje cells (PCs), and
PC response properties (Voogd, 1967; Ekerot and Larson, 1973;
Andersson and Oscarsson, 1978; Llinás and Sasaki, 1989; De
Zeeuw et al., 1994; Wu et al., 1999; Ruigrok, 2003). The expres-

sion of several molecular markers is also parasagittally organized
(Hawkes and Gravel, 1991; Hawkes, 1992), including zebrin II
(ZII) (aldolase C) (Brochu et al., 1990; Ahn et al., 1994; Hawkes
and Herrup, 1995). ZII is expressed in PCs such that there are
sagittal stripes of high expression (ZII�) interdigitated with
stripes of little expression (ZII�). The spatial pattern and num-
ber of ZII stripes is highly conserved in the cerebella of birds and
mammals (Pakan et al., 2007; Iwaniuk et al., 2009; Marzban and
Hawkes, 2011), indicating that ZII may be critical for cerebellar
function.

Much research has examined how the ZII stripes are related to
efferent and afferent projections (Voogd et al., 2003; Sugihara
and Shinoda, 2004, 2007; Voogd and Ruigrok, 2004; Sugihara
and Quy, 2007; Sugihara, 2011). Fewer studies have attempted to
relate the sagittal ZII stripes to PC function (Gao et al., 2006;
Sugihara et al., 2007; Mostofi et al., 2010). In this regard, our
laboratory has been investigating the pigeon vestibulocerebellum
(VbC) (folia IXcd and X) where complex spike activity (CSA) of
PCs responds best to optic flow stimuli (Graf et al., 1988; Wylie
and Frost, 1999). PCs in the VbC respond to optic flow resulting
from either self-rotation (flocculus) or self-translation (ventral
uvula and nodulus) (Fig. 1A). In the flocculus, CSA responds to
self-rotation about the vertical axis (“rVA”), or a horizontal axis
(“rHA”). We showed that rVA neurons are localized to the
P4�/� and P6�/� ZII stripes in IXcd, whereas rHA neurons are
localized to the P5�/� and P7�/� ZII stripes (Pakan et al.,
2011), suggesting that a functional zone spans a ZII�/� stripe
pair. Whether this applies generally to the rest of the cerebellum
remains uncertain. In this study, we recorded CSA in the uvula to
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patterns of optic flow, marked the record-
ing locations, and localized the recording
sites to ZII stripes. Our data show how the
optic flow zones are correlated with ZII
heterogeneity across the entire mediolat-
eral extent of a folium. Moreover, we af-
firm that a ZII�/� stripe pair represents a
functional unit in the pigeon cerebellum.

Materials and Methods
Surgery and electrophysiological recording proce-
dures in the ventral uvula and nodulus. The
methods reported herein conformed to the
guidelines established by the Canadian Council
on Animal Care and were approved by the Bio-
sciences Animal Care and Use Committee at
the University of Alberta. Procedures were op-
timized for minimizing the number of animals
used. Twenty-four Silver King and Homing pi-
geons (Columba livia) of either sex, obtained
from a local supplier, were anesthetized by an
intramuscular injection of a ketamine (65 mg/
kg)/xylazine (8 mg/kg) mixture. Supplemental
doses were administered as necessary. Animals
were placed in a stereotaxic device with pigeon
ear bars and a beak bar adapter so that the ori-
entation of the skull conformed to the atlas of
Karten and Hodos (1967). The dorsal surface
of the left cerebellum was accessed by removing
the bone above folia VI and VII, as the medial
VbC (folia IXcd and X) lies below these folia.
Extracellular single-unit recordings were then
made using glass micropipettes filled with 2 M

NaCl (tip diameters of 3–5 �m). Electrodes
were advanced through folia VI–X using an hy-
draulic microdrive (Frederick Haer). Raw sig-
nals were amplified, filtered (10 –2000 Hz), and
digitized by a data analysis system (Cambridge
Electronic Design 1401plus) at a sampling rate
of 16,667 Hz. Using the spike sorting program
in Spike2 (Cambridge Electronic Design),
complex and simple spikes of PCs were sorted
off-line.

We determined the optic flow preferences of
neurons as described in previous studies (Win-
ship and Wylie, 2001, 2003; Wylie et al.,
2003a,b; Pakan et al., 2011). Briefly, visual re-
sponsiveness of CSA was first determined with
a large handheld stimulus, which consisted of
visual noise. By moving this stimulus in differ-
ent areas of the panoramic binocular visual
field, the optic flow preference of each unit was
qualitatively determined. Visual stimuli were
then backprojected onto a screen measuring 90 � 75° (width by height)
that was positioned in the frontal visual field (from 45° ipsilateral to 45°
contralateral azimuth), the contralateral visual field (from 45° contralat-
eral azimuth to 135° contralateral azimuth), or the ipsilateral visual field
(from 45° ipsilateral azimuth to 135° ipsilateral azimuth; see Fig. 3A). We
refer to these as the frontal, contralateral, and ipsilateral visual fields,
respectively. The stimuli consisted of drifting sine or square wave grat-
ings of an effective spatial and temporal frequency (0.125– 0.5 cycles per
degree, 0.125– 0.5 Hz), generated by a VSGThree visual stimulus gener-
ator (Cambridge Research Systems). Direction tuning was established by
measuring the responses to motion in eight directions, 45° apart (see Fig.
3B). Responses were averaged over at least three sweeps, where each
sweep consisted of 5 s of motion in one direction, a 4 s pause, and 5 s of
motion in the opposite direction, followed by a 7 s pause (see Fig. 3C,D).
Polar plots of directional tuning (see Fig. 3E–I ) were constructed using

SigmaPlot (Systat Software). With these procedures, “contraction,” “ex-
pansion,” “ascent,” and “descent” neurons are easy to distinguish (Win-
ship and Wylie, 2006): in the left VbC, contraction and expansion
neurons show maximum excitation/(inhibition) to rightward/(leftward)
motion and little modulation to vertical motion in the frontal visual field
(see Fig. 3 E, F ). Contraction neurons are differentiated from expansion
neurons in the ipsilateral and contralateral fields, where contraction neu-
rons show maximum excitation/(inhibition) to temporal-to-nasal (T-
N)/(N-T) motion, while expansion neurons show maximum excitation/
(inhibition) to N-T/(T-N) motion (see Fig. 3 E, F ). rVA neurons in the
flocculus also show maximum excitation/(inhibition) to rightward/(left-
ward) motion in the frontal visual field. However, rVA neurons are dif-
ferentiated from contraction and expansion neurons as they show
maximum excitation/(inhibition) to T-N/(N-T) motion in the ipsilateral
field, and maximum excitation/(inhibition) to N-T/(T-N) motion in the

Figure 1. ZII organization and electrophysiological zones in the medial VbC (i.e., ventral uvula and nodulus) of pigeons. A shows
the four functional classes of Purkinje cells responsive to patterns of optic flow resulting from self-translation in three-dimensional
space: contraction (light blue), expansion (purple), ascent (green), and descent (orange) [based on the study by Wylie and Frost
(1999)]. In the lateral VbC (i.e., flocculus), Purkinje cells are responsive to patterns of optic flow resulting from self-rotation about
either the vertical axis (rVA) or an horizontal axes oriented 45° to the midline (rH45) as indicated by gray shading (Wylie and Frost,
1993; Wylie et al., 1993). B shows a coronal section through folia IXcd and X immunoreacted for ZII. The ZII stripes are numbered P1
to P7 (medial to lateral) from the midline (indicated by the dashed line). The ZII�/� pairs from P1� to P5� are indicated in
ventral IXcd as well as P6�. P6�, P7�, and P7� are found more rostrally (Pakan et al., 2007). P1� is divided into medial and
lateral portions by a small satellite immunopositive band one to two Purkinje cells wide in the middle of P1� denoted “?.” P2�
is divided into medial and lateral portions by a small immunonegative “notch” in the middle of P2� (see inverted triangle). Folium
X does not have ZII stripes, as all Purkinje cells are ZII�. Scale bars: A, 500 �m; B, 300 �m.
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contralateral field (see Fig. 3I ). Descent neurons show maximum excita-
tion/(inhibition) to upward/(downward) motion in all visual fields (see
Fig. 3G), and ascent neurons show maximum excitation/(inhibition) to
downward/(upward) motion (see Fig. 3H ). Both ascent and descent neu-
rons show little modulation to horizontal motion (see Fig. 3G,H ) (Wylie
et al., 2003b). A preferred direction (PD) for each unit was determined by
calculating the mean vector as follows:

PD � tan�1��n�FRn � sin�n��n�FRn � cos�n�
�,

where FR represents firing rate and n represents the eight directions of
motion. A modulation index (MI) was also calculated for each unit as
follows:

MI � �max response � min response

max response � min response�.

Thus, if the maximum response was twice that of the minimum response,
MI � 0.33.

Several electrode penetrations were made to map out the locations
of the different translational optic flow zones in the medial VbC. To
mark some of the recording sites, and thus reconstruct the recording
locations, we made injections of red and green fluorescent tracers at
locations in the ventral uvula and nodulus from which we had re-
corded CSA to visual stimuli (see Fig. 5A–C). For accurate placement
of the injection electrodes and reconstruction of the electrode tracts
to localize each recorded cell to a specific ZII zone, we relied on
stereotaxic coordinates. The injection electrodes were micropipettes
(tip diameter, 20 –30 �m) containing 1% cholera toxin subunit B

(CTB) [either CTB-Alexa Fluor 488 (green) or 594 (red) conjugate
(Invitrogen)]. CTB was iontophoresed for 5–10 min (�4 �A; 7 s on,
7 s off). Injections of CTB were made to both mark a recording
location and serve as a reference point to which all other recordings
within that mediolateral plane could be stereotaxically measured and
located. The advantage of using CTB was that we could reliably record
CSA with the injecting electrode to confirm the response type of the
neuron (see Fig. 2 F) (Pakan et al., 2011). Note that the CTB injections
were only used to mark the locations of recording sites. Because of the
lengths of the recording sessions, which lasted a minimum of 12 h, we
were advised by the Biosciences Animal Care and Use Committee at
the University of Alberta not to allow the animals to recover after
surgery. Thus, CTB was not used as a retrograde tracer.

At the end of the experiments, the pigeons were deeply anesthetized
with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital (100 mg/kg) and immediately
transcardially perfused with PBS (0.9% NaCl, 0.1 M phosphate buffer)
followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PBS, pH 7.4. The brain was
extracted from the skull and immersed in paraformaldehyde for 7 d at
4°C. The brain was then embedded in gelatin and cryoprotected by plac-
ing it in 30% sucrose in 0.1 M PBS until it sank. Using a microtome, frozen
serial sections through the cerebellum in the coronal plane were cut (40
�m thick) and collated into two series.

Zebrin II immunohistochemistry. ZII expression was visualized using
established immunohistochemical techniques described previously (Pa-
kan et al., 2007). Briefly, sections were rinsed thoroughly in 0.1 M PBS and
blocked with 10% normal donkey serum (Jackson ImmunoResearch
Laboratories) and 0.4% Triton X-100 in PBS for 1 h. Tissue was then
incubated in PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100 and the primary anti-
body, mouse monoclonal anti-zebrin II (kindly provided by Richard

Figure 2. Identification of complex and simple spike activity in the ventral uvula and nodulus. A shows the recording of PC activity. Both CSA and SSA can be seen. B shows the average
waveform of a simple spike and a complex spike from a PC. Both waveforms were over 20 consecutive spikes. The error bars at each point are the SEM. C shows six superimposed traces
to illustrate the SSA pause following a complex spike. These were synchronized to the initial positive peak of the complex spikes. D shows a peri-complex spike time histogram (below;
102 repetitions; bin width, 1 ms) showing a pause-facilitation of the simple spike after the onset (arrowhead) of a complex spike, and a raster diagram of all the simple spikes that
contributed to the histogram (above). E and F show recording of CSA in the molecular layer. For E, a standard recording electrode was used (glass micropipette with 2 M NaCl; tip diameter,
�5 �m). For F, a standard injection electrode was used (glass micropipette filled with 1% CTB-Alexa Fluor 594 in 0.1 M PB; tip diameter �25 �m). The average of 20 consecutive complex
spikes (�SEM) is shown for each. The asterisks indicate complex spikes.
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Hawkes, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada) (Brochu et al.,
1990) for 5 d at 4°C. Sections were then rinsed several times in PBS, and
sections were then incubated in a fluorescent secondary antibody. Be-
cause recording sites were marked with injections of green and red tracer
in the same animal, alternate series were visualized with Dylite 594 (red)-
or Dylite 488 (green)-conjugated donkey anti-mouse antibody (Jackson
ImmunoResearch Laboratories; diluted 1:100 in PBS, 2.5% normal don-
key serum, and 0.4% Triton X-100) for 2 h at room temperature. The
tissue was then rinsed several times in PBS and mounted onto gelatinized
slides for viewing.

Microscopy and image analysis. Sections were viewed with a compound
light microscope (Leica DMRE) equipped with the appropriate fluores-
cence filters (rhodamine and FITC). Images were acquired using a Retiga
EXi FAST Cooled Mono 12-bit camera (QImaging) and analyzed with
Openlab imaging software (Improvision). Adobe Photoshop was used to
adjust for brightness and contrast.

Results
Electrophysiological recordings in the ventral uvula
and nodulus
The results presented are based on experiments in 24 animals.
Data were obtained from 125 PCs and representative recordings

are shown in Figure 2. In 22 instances, we recorded at the PC layer
where CSA and simple spike activity (SSA) are apparent (Fig.
2A–C). Here, the complex spikes can be easily distinguished from
the simple spikes based on both the polarity and the shape of the
waveform (Fig. 2A,B). The characteristic pause in SSA following
a complex spike was observed (Granit and Phillips, 1956; Bloedel
and Roberts, 1971) (Fig. 2C,D). As we have shown previously
(Wylie et al., 1993), SSA was not modulated by the visual stimuli.
This may be due to the fact that a ketamine-anesthetized prepa-
ration was used (Sato et al., 1993).

For most units (n � 103), and as is typical practice, we re-
corded CSA in the molecular layer where the CSA is easier to
isolate (Fig. 2E,F). Here, single complex spike units are easy to
isolate based on amplitude alone (n � 70). For the remaining
units, we relied on the spike sorting option. At 27 of these record-
ing sites, we used the spike sort to isolate one unit. At each of three
other recording sites, we isolated two units from the electrophys-
iological signal with the spike sort. The recordings were as reliable
with injection electrodes (Fig. 2F) as they were with the recording

Figure 3. CSA of Purkinje cells in the vestibulocerebellum in response to moving large-field stimuli presented in different regions of the visual field. A, The screen was positioned at one of three
locations relative to the bird: the ipsilateral, contralateral, and frontal regions (assuming recordings were made in the left VbC). B shows the four grating orientations used to determine tuning curves
in each location. Drifting sine and square wave gratings were backprojected onto the screen that measured 90 � 75° (width by height). Each grating moved in both directions, perpendicular to the
orientation of the grating. Direction tuning curves were constructed by plotting the response as a function of the eight directions of motion (E–I ). C shows a recording of the response of an expansion
cell to a single sweep of horizontal motion in the frontal, contralateral, and ipsilateral fields. D shows the recording of a descent cell to a single sweep of vertical motion in the frontal field. Each sweep
consisted of 5 s of motion in one direction, followed by a 4 s pause, and then 5 s of motion in the opposite direction. E–I show direction tuning curves of contraction (E), expansion (F ), descent (G),
ascent (H ), and rVA (I ) neurons for each of the three regions of the visual field (ipsilateral, frontal, contralateral). The tuning curves plot the firing rate as a function of direction of motion in polar
coordinates. The gray circles represent the spontaneous rates, and the arrows indicate the preferred direction (i.e., the orientation of the mean vector). U, D, L, R, Upward, downward, leftward, and
rightward motion. N-T, T-N, Nasal-to-temporal and temporal-to-nasal motion, respectively.
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electrodes (Fig. 2E). Across all 125 units, the average spontaneous
firing rate was 1.18 spikes/s (�0.33 SD).

Directional tuning
The CSA of PCs showed either significant directional tuning, and
were identified as contraction (n � 19), expansion (n � 26),
ascent (n � 16), descent (n � 48), rVA (n � 10), or were not
modulated by visual motion stimuli (NM) (n � 6). In Figure 3C,
CSA recordings are shown for horizontal motion in the three
fields for an expansion cell. Note the excitation (inhibition) to
motion in the rightward (leftward) direction in the frontal field
(top) and the excitation (inhibition) to N-T (T-N) motion in

both the contralateral (middle) and ipsilateral (bottom) fields.
Similarly in Figure 3D, a recording to vertical motion in the fron-
tal field is shown for a descent cell. Note the excitation (inhibi-
tion) to upward (downward) motion. Representative directional
tuning curves to large-field motion in the ipsilateral, frontal, and
contralateral fields are shown for single units of the different cell
types in Figure 3E–I. Firing rate is plotted as a function of direc-
tion, and the preferred directions, determined from the mean
vector, are indicated by the arrows. Figure 4A–F shows average
normalized tuning curves for each of the cell types to visual mo-
tion stimuli in the frontal visual field. In Figure 4G–I, the distri-
bution of the PDs for each of the cell types are shown. The average

Figure 4. Average direction tuning curves and preferred direction of visual motion of Purkinje cells in the ventral uvula and nodulus. A–F shows the average direction tuning curves, as measured
in the frontal field, for all cell types encountered (descent, ascent, nonmodulated, contraction, expansion, rVA). These were averaged after subtracting the spontaneous rate (SR) from the firing rate
in each direction from a given cell type. Average firing rate was plotted as a function of direction of motion in polar coordinates, and the error bars represent �1 SEM. The gray circles indicate the
average spontaneous rate (set to 0) � 1 SEM. G–I show the distributions of the preferred directions of all contraction, expansion, descent, ascent, and rVA cells by calculating the mean vector (for
details, see Materials and Methods). For each of G–I, an arrow indicates the preferred direction of individual cells in a ZII� zone (solid, colored arrows), a ZII� zone (colored arrows with a black
arrowhead), and folium X (solid, gray arrows).
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MI for cells responsive to visual stimulation was 0.48 � 0.017
(mean � SEM; range, 0.2–1.0). Of the 125 recording sites, 18 of
these were in folium X (6 contraction, 1 ascent, 7 descent, 4 rVA),
and 107 were in IXcd (13 contraction, 26 expansion, 15 ascent, 41
descent, 6 rVA, 6 NM).

ZII immunohistochemistry of folium IXcd
After ZII expression was visualized in the coronal sections
throughout the cerebellum, using immunohistochemical tech-
niques, the locations of the 107 recording sites in IXcd were as-
signed to a particular ZII stripe. In the cerebella of all animals, we

observed the expected pattern of ZII immunoreactivity in folium
IXcd (Figs. 1B, 5) consisting of seven ZII�/� stripes. We used
the nomenclature from Pakan et al. (2007), whereby the most
medial positive stripe is designated as P1� and the number in-
creases as the stripes move laterally to P7� (Fig. 1B) (Brochu et
al., 1990; Eisenman and Hawkes, 1993; Ozol et al., 1999; Sillitoe
and Hawkes, 2002) (for review, see Sillitoe et al., 2005). The width
of individual stripes can vary both between animals as well as
along the rostrocaudal axis of the cerebellum within animals.
Therefore, in designating the stripe numbers, it was important to
complete an examination of all sections throughout the rostro-

Figure 5. Localizing recording sites to ZII stripes in the ventral uvula. A and B show photomicrographs of a coronal section through the caudal region of folium IXcd. In A (B), an injection
of red (green) CTB is shown with ZII� labeling in green (red). The thin dashed lines denote the electrode tracks, whereas the thick dashed lines indicate the midline. The inverted triangles
indicate the ZII-immunonegative notch separating the medial and lateral portions of P2� (P2�med, P2� lat). In A, an expansion cell was recorded at the injection site, located in
P2�med. In B, a descent cell was recorded at the injection site in P2�lat. In the rightmost track, located 600 �m medial to the injection track, an ascent cell was recorded as indicated
(*) in the lateral portion of the P1� stripe (P1�lat). C shows a drawing of coronal section through folia IXcd and X with ZII� and ZII� stripes indicated, respectively, by red and white
shading in the molecular layer. Multiple parallel electrode penetrations are represented by thin dashed lines. The medial-most injection from the oblique electrode penetration (green
CTB) was easily distinguished from the lateral-most injection from the vertical electrode penetration (red CTB), and was used as the reference point for reconstructing the remaining
oblique electrode penetrations, which were based on stereotaxic coordinates. The orange, purple, and light blue asterisks indicated locations where descent, expansion, and contraction
cells were recorded, respectively. At the half-green/half-purple asterisk on the lateral edge of P1�lat, both ascent and expansion units were recorded at the same location. (The two units
were separated with spike sorting.) The two shaded gray areas indicate the locations of two injection sites. Representative direction tuning curves are shown for each type of neuron.
Firing rate is plotted as a function of direction of motion in polar coordinates. The gray circles represent the spontaneous rates. Scale bars: A, B, 300 �m; C, 250 �m. U, D, R, L, Upward,
downward, rightward, and leftward motion.
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caudal extent of IXcd. Nonetheless, the seven ZII�/� stripe pairs
were easily identifiable. Abutting the midline is a wide ZII� stripe
(P1�) followed by a wide ZII� stripe (P1�). The P1� stripe is
separated into medial (P1�med) and lateral (P1�lat) portions
by a thin ZII� stripe that is one to three PCs wide (see “?” in Figs.
1B, 5A,B). P2� is consistently wide throughout the rostrocaudal
extent of IXcd and is separated into medial (P2�med) and lateral
(P2�lat) portions by a small “notch” �50 �m wide in the middle
that appeared to contain no PCs (Pakan et al., 2010) (Figs. 1B,
5A,B, inverted triangle). The P3�/� stripe pair was relatively
thin, with the P3� stripe becoming thinner rostrally. The more
lateral stripes, P4� to P7� (Fig. 1B), are part of the flocculus
where cells that respond to rotational optic flow are found (Pakan
et al., 2011).

The injections were easily identifiable and could be ascribed to
a particular ZII stripe. Figure 5A shows an injection of red-CTB,
where an expansion unit was recorded. The section was immu-
noreacted for ZII using a green secondary, and the injection can
be seen in P2�med. Figure 5B shows an injection of green-CTB
and the section was processed for ZII using a red secondary. A
descent cell was recorded with the injection electrode, which was

localized to P2�lat. Within the plane of
section, there was a second electrode pen-
etration 600 �m medial (thin dashed
line). An ascent cell was recorded at the
location indicated by the green asterisk,
located in P1�lat.

When the location of all the recording
sites in IXcd was localized to a particular ZII
stripe, the results were unambiguous: (1)
contraction CSA was localized to P1� and
P1�med, (2) ascent and expansion CSA
was localized to P1�lat and P2�med, and
(3) descent cells were localized to P2�lat
and P2�. This is illustrated in one case
shown in Figure 5C, in which a drawing of a
coronal section through IXcd and X is
shown, with the ZII� stripes indicated in
red. The locations of eight recording sites
along five electrode penetrations (dashed
lines) are shown. The orange, purple, and
light blue asterisks indicated locations
where descent, expansion, and contrac-
tion cells were recorded, respectively. The
asterisk that is half-purple/half-green in-
dicates where both an ascent neuron and
an expansion neuron were recorded at the
same location using a single recording
electrode. The two shaded gray areas in
the ventral lamella of folium IXcd indicate

two separate injection sites. Representative direction tuning
curves are shown for each type of neuron. At four sites (one in
P1�, one in P1�med, and two in folium X), contraction neurons
were recorded. At two sites (one in P2� and one folium X),
descent neurons were recorded. At two sites (both in P1�lat),
expansion neurons were recorded and at one site (in P1�lat), an
ascent neuron was recorded.

The locations of all 107 recording sites in IXcd from the 24
animals are shown in Figure 6. Because there is variability be-
tween animals with respect to the width of the ZII stripes, the data
have been collapsed onto an average array of stripes. The ZII
stripes shown in Figure 6 have been averaged from measurements
of several cases. The medial–lateral location of a data point was
normalized to the width of the stripe in which it was found [i.e.,
from 0 (medial) to 100% (lateral)] and then scaled to the width of
the stripe in Figure 6. For example, the blue circle indicated by the
asterisk in Figure 6 represents a recording site in the P1� stripe,
which measured 439 �m in width in that section. The recording
site was located 189 �m from the medial border of the P1� stripe
and thus was normalized to 43%. The width of the average P1�
stripe was 400 �m, and thus the location was scaled to 172 �m
lateral to the medial edge of P1�. For the caudorostral axis, all
measurements are relative to the most caudal section containing
folium IXcd.

These data are quantified in Table 1. Of the 13 contraction
recordings in IXcd, 7 and 6 cells were localized to ZII stripes P1�
and P1�med, respectively. Of the 26 expansion recordings in
IXcd, 10 and 16 were localized to ZII stripes P1�lat and
P2�med, respectively. Of the 15 ascent recordings in IXcd, 10
and 5 cells were localized to ZII stripes P1�lat and P2�med,
respectively. Of the 41 ascent recordings in IXcd, 28 and 13 cells
were localized to the ZII stripes P2�lat and P2�, respectively.
rVA cells were found in the P4�, confirming results found in
previous studies (Pakan et al., 2011). In the P3� stripe, CSA was

Figure 6. Distributions of optic flow neurons in ZII stripes in the ventral uvula. This figure shows the recording sites of contrac-
tion (light blue), expansion (purple), ascent (green), descent (orange); cells not modulated to visual stimuli (yellow) and rVA (dark
blue) cells from all cases are indicated. Both the caudorostral ( y-axis) and mediolateral (x-axis) position are indicated. For the
caudorostral axis, all measurements are relative to the most caudal section containing folium IXcd. For the medial–lateral axis, to
permit comparisons between cases, the width of each ZII stripe was normalized (see text for more details). In total, 107 recording
sites are indicated. The optic flow zones correspond to the ZII stripes as follows: contraction, P1� and P1�med; expansion/
ascent, P1�lat and P2�med; descent, P2�lat and P2�. The six cells that were not modulated (NM) by visual stimuli were all
localized to P3�. Consistent with Pakan et al. (2011), the six rVA cells were localized to P4�.

Table 1. Distribution of contraction, expansion, ascent, descent, nonmodulated to
optokinetic stimulation (NM), and rotation about the vertical axis (rVA) cells in
zebrin II stripes of folium IXcd in the pigeon cerebellum

ZII stripe

P1� P1�med P1�lat P2�med P2�lat P2� P3� P3� P4�

Contractioncells 7 6
Expansion cells 10 16
Ascent cells 10 5
Descent cells 28 13
NM cells 6
rVA cells 6
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recorded; however, cells in this stripe were not modulated by
visual stimulation. Unfortunately, no recordings were obtained
from the P3� ZII stripe, which is not surprising as it is so small
(	100 �m wide). The small size of “?” (�30 �m wide) and the
“notch” in P2� (�50 �m wide) also made it impossible for us
reliably localize recordings to these stripes.

We performed t tests to determine whether there were dif-
ferences in direction preference between cells localized to the
ZII� stripe versus the ZII� stripe. For the contraction, de-
scent, and ascent cells, there were no significant differences in
this regard (all p 
 0.05). However, there was a significant
difference in the preferred directions for expansion cells in the
P1�lat stripe compared with those in the P2�med stripe ( p 	
0.007). The mean preferred directions for the expansion cells
in the P1�lat stripe and P2�med stripe were 104 and 87°,
respectively (0° � up) (Fig. 4 H).

Discussion
In the present study, we have shown that a given ZII�/� stripe
pair in the ventral uvula corresponds to the specific optic flow
preference of PCs within that ZII stripe (Table 1; Figs. 6, 7). We
found that (1) contraction cells are localized to the P1� and
P1�med stripes, (2) expansion and ascent cells are localized to
P1�lat and P2�med stripes, and (3) descent cells are localized to
the P2�lat and P2� stripes.

There are three points that we need to emphasize. First, a
functional unit in the ventral uvula spans a single ZII�/� pair.
This relationship between ZII and functional zones was previ-
ously shown in the flocculus by Pakan et al. (2011), where they
found that rVA zones were confined to P4�/� and P6�/�,
whereas rHA zones were confined to P5�/� and P7�/�. Thus,
ZII is related to PC response properties across the entire folium
IXcd.

Second, the present study showed that satellite bands and sub-
zones found in the ventral uvula are not merely superfluous, as
they delineate electrophysiological borders. Pakan et al. (2007)
remarked a small immunopositive band in the middle of P1�
(called “?”) separating it into P1�med and P1�lat in folium
IXcd. They also described a natural paucity of PCs in the middle
of P2� dividing it into P2�med and P2�lat. Small satellite
bands, or subzones, such as this can also been seen in the cerebella
of mammals (Hawkes and Leclerc, 1987; Sanchez et al., 2002). As
shown in Figure 6, “?” clearly defines the border between the

location of contraction cells in P1�med, and expansion and as-
cent cells in P1�lat. The “notch” in the middle of P2� provides
the boundary between cells responsive to expansion and ascent
cells in P2�med, and descent cells in P2�lat. The optic flow
preferences of PCs in the “?” satellite zone are unknown and
beyond the sensitivity of our methods as we were not able to
reliably localize a recording site to this stripe given its small size
(30 �m).

Third, the organization revealed in the ventral uvula was not
exactly as expected. Within the ventral uvula, our laboratory has
previously grouped the few ascent cells that we recorded into the
most lateral functional zone along with descent cells (Fig. 1A)
(Wylie and Frost, 1999). However, the present study showed that
ascent cells were colocalized with expansion cells in the zone
medial to the descent cells (Fig. 6) in ZII zones P1�lat and
P2�med. Furthermore, we were not able to subdivide the expan-
sion and ascent zones, and even recorded both cell types at a
single location (for details, see Fig. 3). We have no explanation as
to why these two cell types coexist in the same functional zone.
The flocculus has a seemingly opposite conundrum as there are
multiple zones with the same function (e.g., two rVA and two
rHA zones) (Voogd and Wylie, 2004). One possible explanation
is that gaze stabilization to rotational optic flow can be achieved
with either compensatory head or eye movements. Perhaps one
zone is mainly involved in head movements, and the other in eye
movements. Finally, we also found that PCs in ZII zones P3�/�
were not responsive to visual motion stimulation. This could be
related to the C2 zone found in the flocculus of mammals, which
is nonresponsive to optokinetic stimulation, and is proposed to
be involved in generating head movements (De Zeeuw and Koek-
koek, 1997). It could also be a vestibular zone, similar to those
described in the uvula/nodulus of rabbits by Barmack and Sho-
jaku (1995).

Relationship of zebrin II immunoreactivity to function in
folium IXcd
Figure 7 shows the organization of PCs responsive to different
types of optic flow in relation to ZII stripes. We want to empha-
size that a physiological zone in folium IXcd spans a single
ZII�/� band. Although the present study and that of Pakan et al.
(2011) found that CSA of PCs within a given optic flow zone was
identical in both the ZII� and ZII� stripe, recent evidence sug-
gests that ZII� and ZII� stripes are functionally different. For

Figure 7. Optic flow neurons correspond with ZII stripes in folium IXcd. ZII-positive PCs are represented as red, whereas ZII-negative PCs are gray and specific zones are indicated from P1� to
P7�. The PCs responsive to contraction (light blue), expansion (purple), ascent (green), descent (orange), rVA (red), and rHA (dark blue) are separated by black dashed lines.
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example, Pakan et al. (2010) showed that MF inputs from two
retinorecipient nuclei in pigeons that are responsive to optic flow,
the pretectal nucleus lentiformis mesencephali (LM) and the nu-
cleus of the basal optic root (nBOR), project preferentially to
ZII� stripes in IXcd. Whether there are MF afferents that project
preferentially to ZII� PCs in the pigeon remains to be seen.

It has recently been suggested that PCs in the ZII� and ZII�
stripes within an optic flow zone have differential projections to
the vestibular and cerebellar nuclei (Sugihara, 2011; Wylie et al.,
2012) as axon terminals from ZII� and ZII� PCs are found in
different areas of these nuclei. However, the functional difference
between ZII� and ZII� PCs remains unclear, although several
studies have pointed to the different roles ZII� and ZII� PCs
might play in cerebellar physiology (Nagao et al., 1997; Wadiche
and Jahr, 2005; Sugihara et al., 2007; Ebner et al., 2012). Specifi-
cally, Paukert et al. (2010) recently showed that climbing fibers in
ZII� stripes release more glutamate per action potential than
climbing fibers in ZII� stripes and proposed that ZII� PCs un-
dergo more activity-dependent synaptic plasticity than ZII�
PCs. This suggests that a corticonuclear system originating in
ZII� PCs that is more plastic runs in parallel with a corticonu-
clear system originating in ZII� PCs that is not as plastic and may
receive different mossy fiber inputs.

The utility of the vestibulocerebellum as a general model for
cerebellar organization
The pigeon VbC provides an excellent model for cerebellar orga-
nization. The flocculus is functionally identical in mammals and
birds, consisting of rVA and rHA cells that are organized into
multiple parasagittal zones (for review, see Voogd and Wylie,
2004). Unlike pigeons, the flocculus is uniformly zebrin positive
in rodents (Hawkes and Herrup, 1995). This is not the case for all
mammals, as the marmoset flocculus contains four alternating
ZII�/� stripe pairs (Fujita et al., 2010). Whether the rVA and
rHA zones seen in the marmoset also span a ZII�/� stripe, as in
birds, has yet to be determined. The uvula/nodulus in birds and
mammals is functionally similar insofar as it is involved in self-
translation (Wylie et al., 1993; Barmack and Shojaku, 1995;
Yakusheva et al., 2008). In both birds and mammals, the nodulus
is uniformly ZII�, while the uvula contains a number of alter-
nating ZII�/� stripes in all species investigated (Hawkes and
Herrup, 1995; Pakan et al., 2007; Marzban and Hawkes, 2011).
Data suggest that the ZII stripes in the uvula are not organized in
rodents as we have shown in the present study. Voogd and
Ruigrok (1997) showed that the ZII� stripes in the rodent vermis
likely receive trigeminal input. Moreover, Sugihara and Shinoda
(2004) showed that the ZII� and ZII� stripes in the rodent uvula
receive climbing fiber input from quite different olivary regions.
As such, it is unlikely that the CSA in adjacent �/� pairs re-
sponds to the same type of stimuli.

Thus, while our findings certainly contribute to general prin-
ciples of cerebellar organization, much more is needed to deter-
mine how multisensory information is processed throughout the
cerebellum. For example, while the vestibular nuclei, spinal cord,
and pontine nuclei also send MF afferents to IXcd (Freedman et
al., 1975; Clarke, 1977; Vielvoye and Voogd, 1977; Necker, 1992;
Pakan and Wylie, 2008), their relationship to ZII has not been
investigated. Do some of these inputs preferentially target the
granular layer subjacent to either ZII� or ZII� PCs in IXcd? We
have previously shown that PCs in VA and HA zones have several
non-overlapping projections to different areas in the vestibular
and cerebellar nuclei (Wylie et al., 2003a,b). Do the PCs in the
ZII� and ZII- stripes within a physiological zone have differen-

tial projections? As further research will help answer these and
other questions, the pigeon VbC continues to emerge as a model
system in which to elucidate the general principles of cerebellar
organization.

Zebrin and functional units throughout the cerebellum
Our major point is that a ZII�/� stripe pair represents a func-
tional unit in the cerebellum. As most the cerebellum consists of
alternating ZII� and ZII� stripes, we hypothesize that this rela-
tionship applies as a general rule. However, this clearly cannot
apply to areas of the cerebellum where ZII is uniformly immuno-
positive. In both birds and mammals, this includes folia X and
VI/VII (Hawkes and Herrup, 1995; Pakan et al., 2007). Func-
tional zones are clearly apparent in these areas based on climbing
fiber afferents and PC response properties (Voogd and Bigare,
1980; Barmack and Shojaku, 1995). In folium X of pigeons, the
optokinetic zones extend from those in IXcd (i.e., in IXcd, the
functional zones span a ZII�/� stripe pair, but in X, all the PCs
are ZII immunopositive). It is possible that the zones in folia that
are uniformly ZII� are delineated by other molecular markers.
For example, heat shock protein 25 is expressed in stripes in folia
VI/VII and X in mammals (Armstrong et al., 2000; Schonewille et
al., 2006).
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